PRESS RELEASE

CCOMPOSA CALLS ON PEOPLE’S OF SOUTH ASIA
TO OPPOSE INDIAN RULERS GROWING INTERVENTION
IN NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES
The Indian rulers seek total domination of the countries of South Asia acting as the gendarme
of the US in this region. At the recently held SAARC Summit it went so far as to propose a
South Asia Parliament seeking to undermine even the existing limited sovereign of the South
Asian countries. Earlier they had proposed a common currency for the region to further
consolidate its economic hegemony in the region. At the SAARC Summit it continued to push
its SAFTA {South Asian Free Trade Association}, in order to dominate the markets of the
region and allow the unhindered free flow of goods made in India {mostly by the big
comprador houses and the TNCs} to all countries of South Asia.
CCOMPOSA CALLS for the disbanding of SAARC and the setting up genuine forums of
people to people relations between the countries of South Asia.
Lately the Indian rulers have been even more crudely intervening in the internal affairs of
neighboring countries and even more crudely crushing the national aspirations for selfdetermination of the Kashmiri, Naga, Manipuri, Assamese, etc people.
In Nepal they have been playing an active role to diffuse the democratic aspirations of the
Nepalese people and prop up the reactionary elements after isolating the Maoists. They have
been instigating the Madheshi people of the Terrai against the Maoists in league with the
Nepalese monarchy. Hindu fundamentalists have been particularly active in setting up
vigilante gangs to murder activists as happened in Gaur where 28 Maoists were killed.
Recently these gangs murdered a Central Committee member of YCL {Young Communist
League} in the terrain region together with another comrade. The Indian ambassador has, of
late, pro-active roaming in the interiors of Nepal offering large sums of money for schools,
hospitals, roads, etc in order to wean away the masses from the influence of the Maoists.
In addition the Indian Para-military have fired on and killed the Nepalese of Bhutani origin
from returning to their motherland and have been fully involved the US conspiracy to
transport 60,000 refugees to the West as some modern day form of slave labour. The US
imperialists and Indian rulers have been working to prop up the reactionaries and neutralize
the Maoists. CCOMPOSA strongly condemns the role of the Indian rulers in Nepal and
demands that they stop meddling in the affairs of Nepal and the India people bring to justice
the murderous gangs operating across the Nepalese border.
In Bangladesh the Indian rulers have not only openly backed their stooge Sheikh Hasina but
have utilised the present army-backed caretaker government to push through massive deals for
Indian big comprador houses. They have sought help the Tatas to make massive investments
there and lately the Mittals have signed a gigantic deal in the energy sector of Bangladesh.

The Indian ambassador has been actively acting in the country together with the US
ambassador in the dealings between the various political parties and the caretaker government.
CCOMPOSA demands that the large natural wealth of poverty stricken Bangladesh be
utilized for the development of their own country and not robbed by Indian compradors and
the US imperialists.
In Sri Lanka they openly threatened the government when it sought arms from China and
Pakistan. The Indian rulers have already imposed humiliating free-trade agreements on Sri
Lanka. They have also surreptitiously been assisting the Sri Lanka government to crush the
just aspirations of the Tamil people for a Tamil Elam. CCOMPOSA demands the scrapping
all these unequal agreements and supports the just struggle of the Tamil people for their selfdetermination from the jack-boots of the Indian ruling classes.
In addition the Indian rulers continue to maintain and tighten their vice-like grip over the
small countries of the region like Bhutan, Sikkim, Maldives, etc and continue their attempts to
bully Pakistan utilizing the Kashmir card. Particularly they continue to forcibly maintain the
oppressed nationalities within Indian hegemony. Not only does the Indian army of occupation
crush their just demands with utmost brutality, they have been pitting one section of the
people against the other to drown their just struggles in oceans of blood. This is to be seen in
Nagaland, Manipur, Assam, Kashmir and elsewhere. CCOMPOSA demands that the people
of these oppressed nationalities be allowed to determine their own future and the immediate
and total withdrawal of Indian army and para-military forces from all these regions.
South Asia has become a burning cauldron of revolutionary, democratic and nationality
movements. CCOMPOSA supports all these just movements and calls on the peoples of South
Asia to unite against their common enemy and not fall prey to the divisive policies of the
rulers and their US imperialist backers in the region.
1) Proletarian Party of Purba Bangla-CC; PBSP (CC) [Bangladesh]
2) Communist Party of East Bengal(ML)(Red Flag); CPEB (ML)(Red Flag) [Bangladesh]
3) Bangladesher Samyobadi Dal(Marxist-Leninist) BSD(ML) [Bangladesh]
4) Communist Party of Bhutan (Marxist-Leninist-Maoist) CPB(MLM)
5) Communist Party of India (Maoist) ; CPI(Maoist)
6) Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) Naxalbari CPI-ML (Naxalbari) [India]
7) Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist-Maoist) CPI(MLM)[India]
8) Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist); CPN(Maoist) [Nepal]
[Posted on: http://resistanceindia.wordpress.com/category/ccomposa/ on Aug. 3, 2007.
The original date of this press statement is not given there.]

